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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The

11

Day of Decision" is here.

The Satellites

provided the important spark which has caused this
nation to clamour for improved quality in American
education.

That is what we all have been striving

for right along--improved American education .

Now

it is being demanded everywhere.
Business education is the youngest of the major
areas of American education .

In one century it has

experienced a phenomenal growth.

During this time

we naturally have gone tnrough a developmental period
marked by frequent differences of opinion- - and by
petty bickerings at times .

The results:

today we

still have many regrettable damages to a generation
of youth; to our present fine American eaucation;
and to entire groups , such as t!,ose in business
education.

One specific damage that was noted by

Herbert A. Tonne .

He states, "There are distinct

interests within the field of business education
and some of these interests simply cannot be reconciled
l

2

The problem then is to decide how to attain the maximum unification with the minimum of cause for separation
from a unified organization. 111 Business educati on
may never have greater need for strong, unified action
that it has today .
It is the duty of the school to meet the needs of
youth by providing instruction in the field in which
they will earn their livelihood.

The ability to make

an occupational adjustment is not a natural possession;
it has to be acquired.

The preparation and guidance

in business education must be provided by the school
in order to make the transition from student to adulthood rapid and efficient.
The allocation of class work is often a difficult
task for the business teacher.

Each good teacher of

business is constantly on the watch for new teaching
aids and devices.

These may help to make the subject

more understandable , the lesson more vivid, or serve
to lighten the load of the teacher employing them.
Cooperation between business and business education is growing constantly as both groups find many
new ways to understand and to assist each other. To
make the products of business education of most value
1Herbert A. Tonne, ttrs Unification in Sie;ht?",
Journal£! Business Education , (November, 1958), p . 61 .
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to business, educators attempt to bring the !mow-how
of business into the classrooms.

They are aided in

this endeavor by businessmen who give freely of time
and experience to make business education classes
interesting and business education truly vital .

The

content in the basic business education classes should
meet the needs of the students in individual communities .
It is almos t certain that content will vary from one
community to another.

Regardless of the way in which

the teacher selects content , it must be significant
to the learner and it must have practical value for
t he student enrolled in business education classes;
through certain teaching aids students may be helped
to acquire benefical lmowledge which may be used in
business and everyday life .
Every normal person has need for fundamental understandi ng relative to economics and business .

For

many people , this need must be fulfilled by means of
education at the secondary school level.

The task

of providing all individuals with the proper understanding can best be accomplished through improvement
of instruction in such subjects as general business
and other business courses .

Such improvement can be

brought about through the meeting of three challenges
by business teachers .

The three challenges are :

4

(1)

To define the subject matter of basic business

in terms of fundamental concepts rather than mere
facts and information.

(2)

To revamp the instruc-

tional pattern of business courses so that more
extensive utilization of the problem-solving approach
may be facilitated .

(3)

To develop achievement

measuring devic es in business which will encourage
students to seek a knowl edge of economic and business
concepts and to acquire desirable attitudes toward
business activities.
An increasing number of large industrial com-

panies are providing helpful supplementary teaching
materials for school and colleges .

11

A large percent-

age of the materials received • •• will have its
greatest value as background material for basic business.

Certainly all basic business teachers will

agree that the subject can be greatly enriched through

the use of such materials . 112
There are many free aids, instructional materials.,
booklets, course outline and even books that business
is offering to business teach•rs; as a result, the
student prepares lessons that are functional.

Much of

the material used in this study may be used in other
courses in the curriculum and to a great advantage.
2 Harry E. Howell , 0 Te~ching Materials Available
From Industry", (Business Eo.ucation Forum 6 January, 1957),
P• 21.
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The purpose of this study is two ~fold :

(1)

To inform present and future business education
teachers of the many and varied kinds of free teaching aids, which are available to them merely for
the asking and (2) through the use of the listed
materials students are given an opportunity to get
practice in job duties in large offices and to build
skills and techniques that are being called for by
big business today.
It is time that we take a more realistically
look at today 1 s world and become more aware of what
our actual problems are for both the teacher and the
student .

We must move into the realm of learning

and teaching in almost the same day.

We must prepare

and always be aware of changes in techniques and
devices , and aids to be passed on to students .

We

must prepare them for today's world and the world
of tomorrow in order that they may make the transition
smoothly from the phase of life as a student to worker
or a useful adult citizen.
Many commercial organizations, trade associations,
museums, foundations , governmental departments, travel
bureaus, and others, make available to teachers, pi ctures
and data of value.

Much of this material is published

for publicity purposes, frequently with the specific

6

intention that it shall be available to teachers
and educators .
Because the sources of such materials are so
numerous and varied it is impractical for the individual teacher to catalogue them for herself .

For

t h is reason the writer has set out to do this for
business teachers and students who are interested
in becoming business teachers .

These materials are

gathered together from library listings, periodicals,
published bibliographies, and other similar sources .
In selecting the entries tob e included in this
report, particular attention has been given to the
teacher's needs, omission was made of items that are
essentially commercial or too technical for general
use .

Before including each item in the report , the

writer made sure that each item could be obtained and
also used in her classes or compared with texts
written by business educators of reputation .
The material used in this study was gathered
over a period of four years from various companies ;
part of these materials have been used at one time or
another in the typing and shorthand classes at CharltonPollard High School .

CHAPTER II
TYPES, KINDS AND SOURCES OF EDUCATIONAL AIDS THAT

ARE OFFERED BY BUSI.L-.ESS ORGANIZATIONS

Manson Van B. Jennings , Professor of Education,
Columbia University states:
It has been my conviction that sponsored materials
have a rightful place in the classroom along side
such standard teaching aids as the ubiquitous
taxtbook • • • • Some items, of c ourse, have h ad
to be discarded as junk, but not as many as might
be expected, leaving a multitude of sponsored
teaching aids that represent a veritfble gold
mine of useful enrichment materials.
He defined sponsored materials as:
All materials of instructi onal value th at are
ppoduced by firms or or 0 anizat i ons w.hoe primary purpose is not that of producing and selling
leaming materials to the schools • • • • Sponsored
materials are either given to the scnools without
charge, or the price is likely to be set so low
that the sponsor recovers only part of the cost
of production and distribution, thus involving
in effect a financial contribution from the
sponsoring organization. 2
It is time for a break-through to a new plan
of education for .all high school students.

This plan

should make full use of our technical ability to
design a different type of school building, should
provide all types of electronic aids, and should
lManson Van B. Jennings, "Using 'Sponsored,
Matei\ials in the Classroom11 , Topics, IX ( Institute of
Life Insurance, Fall, 1959), p. l.
2 ~.
7
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follow a plan of organization to enable teachers
to make full use of their talents . 3 We should
plan our work with a purpose .
states,

11 the

As, A. Whitney Griswold

system•s greatest need has become increas-

ingly clear; the greatest need of all, since all others
wait upon it , is a sense of purpose 11 • 4 What he had
reference to was our great .American educational need.
Not only should business teachers have a purpose
toward which they are working , they should always
remember not to let their teaching tools grow dull;
and this can only be done by continously evaluating
the materials used in teaching, in the light of what
is expected of their students by many of the large
business firms across the nation .

A good classroom

teacher is amazingly resourceful, conscientious , and
hardy and many times despite over-crowded classes ,
students who show little interest in their class work,
and the superior student who is not content to go at
a slow pace , she is able to bring new l ife to the
cl assroom activities with educational aids from busi ness firms .
It has been recognized that our schools prepare
our students to become bookkeeper s , secretaries and
skilled workers .

It is also , believed that our schools

3Kenneth 'l/ . Lund, tt rt is Time for a Break- through 11 ,
The Nation ' s Schools , CXIV( Jul y, 1959), p . 43.
4 A. Whitney Griswold, 11 .Ameri can Education's
Greatest Need", Saturday Review, (March 14, 1959), P. 15.
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are doing a satisfactory job developing marketable
skills, but this can be attributed to such factors
as business teachers and businessmen discussing work
plans, and help through educational aids, personal
appearances, and many other ways.

They work out

methods and techniques that are important to the
student who will be a future worker.
ference was reported in

One such con-

11

Let I s Educate Youth for
Effective Business Life ." 5
On the following pages is a partial list of
the free educational aids that are available to the
business educators to help them do a more meaningful
job with the students who will be workers of tomorrow
in the area of business .

5 Let•s Educate Youth for Effective Business Life,
Monograph 98, (South-Western Publishing Company, 1958) ,
P• 3 .
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TYPES, KINDS and SOURCES of EDUCATIONAL AIDS

Typewriting
1.

A typist •s day in the office of Comptometer Corporation
Comptometer Corporation
Algonquin, Illinois

2.

A typist ' s day in the office of Ditto , Incorporation
Ditto , Incorporation
6802 McCormick Road
Chicago, Illinois
A typist ' s day in the office of Eastman Rodak,
Eastman Kodak Company
Verifax Division
Rochester 4, New York

4.

A typist•s day in the office of DeJ ur- Ams co,
DeJur- Amsco Corporation
45- 01 Northern Blvd.
Long Island 1 , New York

5.

A typist •s day in the office of A. "' • Faber- Castell,
A. w. Faber- Castell Pencil Co .
Newark , New Jersey

6.

A typist •s day in the office of Facit , Incorporated
Faci t , Inc .
404 Fourth Avenue
New York 16, New York

7.

A typist ' s day in the ofrice of ~ational Blank Book
National Blank Book Company

8.

A typist ' s day in the office of Lux
Lever Brothers
390 Park Avenue
New York ~2 , ~ew York
Typewriting and Shorthand

9.

10 .

Proofreading Exercises Comptometer , Felt and Tarl?'Bnt
1735 N. Paulina
Chicago ~2 , Illinois
Proofreading Exercises Comptometer Corporation
Addr ess same as No . 1
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11.

Proofreading Exercises A. w. Faber-Castell
41 Dickerson
Newark 3 , New Jersey

12.

Proofreading Exercises Smead
Hastings, Minnesota

13.

Proofreading Exercises Lever Brothers Company
Lux Division
390 Park Avenue
New York 22, New York
Shorthand

14 .

Copies the Heart of ~.odern Business
Ditto, Inc.
6802 McCormick Road
Chicago, Illinois

15.

Error-Proof Copying in the Office
eastman Kodak Company
Rochester 4, New York

16.

Fewer Shorthand F allures
Dictation Jisc Company ·
170 Broadway
New York 38, Uew York

17 .

Furniture for Your First Home
Kroehler Mfg., .c o .
Naperville , Ill inois

18.

The Secretary 1 s Secretary
DeJur-Amsco Corporation
45-01 Northern Blvd.
Long Island 1 1 New York

19.

The Shorthand Notebook That Spells
National Blank Book Company
Holyoke , Massachusetts

20.

Write Shorthand With a Bal l point Pen
W. A. Sheaffer Pen Compan
Fort ~adison, Iowa
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21.

Good Grooming is Good Business
Lever Brother Company
Lux Division
390 Park Avenue
NeTI York 22 1 New York
Typewriting (Speed Building Exercises)

22.

A New Skill That Pays Off
Comptometer School Division
1735 N. Paulina
Chicago 22, Illinois

23.

Business Forms for Efficiency
National Blank Book Compan
Holyoke, ~assachusetts

24.

Dictat j on Machine-Transcription Made Easier
Felt and Tarrant Mf't.
1735 N. Paulina
Chicago 22, Illinois

25.

Filing Made Easier

26 .

Introducing a New

27.

Pen, Pencil or Ballpoint?
W. A. Sheaffer Pen Company
Fort Madison, lovwa

28 .

Personal Corresponding Expresses Personality
Sanford Ink Company
Bellwood, Illinois

29.

Two Skills Are Better Than One
Felt and Tarrant Mf't.
1735 N. Paulina
Chicago 22 , Illinois

30.

Touch Figuring Speeds Business
Underwood Corporation
One Park Avenue
New York 16, New York

Smead Mfg.
Hasting, Minnesota
11

Fee111 to Manual Typing
Remington Rand
315 Fourth
New York 10, New York
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31.

'why American Production Depends Upon the Office
Friden calculating Macnine
San Leandro, California

32 .

Dictation and Transcription Through the Miracle
of Tape
De- Jur-Amsco Corporation
45- 01 North Blvd.
Long Island 1, .i:rew iork

33.

Homemakers of Tomorrow
Kroehler r:.anufacturing
Naperville, Illinois

34.

Pen, Pencil or Ballpoint?
Sheaffer Pen Company
Fort Madison

35 .

The Key to Speed--Touch Typewriter
Remington Rand
315 Fourth
New York 10, New York

36.

Portables for Personal ~riting
Underwood Corporation
One Park Avenue
hew York 16, New York

37.

Developing Faster Typing
Underwood Corporation
One Park Avenue
~ew York 16, New York

38.

A Secretary's Day in the Office of Lenox China
Lanox China
Trenton 5 , New Jersey
Office Practice

39 .

A Secretary's Day in the Office of Kroehler
Furniture
Kroehler Furniture
Naperville , Illinois
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Bulletin Board Material
40 .

The Remington Electric
Remington Company
315 Fourth
New York 10 , New York

41 .

Short hand Writing Posit i on
Sheaffer Pen Company
Fort Madison, Iowa

42 .

Hand Position for Shorthand Writing
Address same as above

43 .

Better Posture--Better Typing
Gregg Publishing Division
McGraw-Hill Book Company
New York, New York

44 .

Correct Typing Posture of Manual and Electric
Typing
Address same as No. 40 .

45 .

Bookkeeping Procedure Visualized
Address same as No. 23 .

46.

The Right Erasers for the Job
Address same as ~o . 11.

47 .

Effi cient Note taking
Address same as No . 23 .

48~

Shorthand Homewor~ Can be Fun
Address same as No . 16 .

49 .

Analysis oft he Stenographic Cost of a Business
Letter
Address same as No . 37 .

50.

The 'l'hinki ng Machine of American Business
Address same as No. 31 .

51.

Did You Know?

52 .

Letter Cen tering Simplified
Address same as No . 40.

53 .

Tabulation Simplified
Address same as No . 40.

54 .

A Caress of the Keys

Kee Lox Manufacturing
Trenton , New Jersey

Address same as No . 40.
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R. C. Allen Business l'l1acnine,
Inc .

55 .

Meet the Visomatics

56 .

Facit-- A New Typewriter for the World ' s Offices
Address same as No. 6.

57 .

Facit--Fully Automatic Calculating Machine
Address same as No . 6 .

58 .

Odhner--Addi ng lt1achine rii th ?.tultiplier
Address same as No . 6 .

59 .

Feature Char t for the Underwood
Address same as No. 36.

60.

Clerical ~orkers :
Bulletin No . 1215

61 .

No Teacher Here , Why?

62 .

Bul letin Board Material on Careers
New York Life Insurance Co .
31 Madison Avenue
Dept . 9- c
New York 10 , New York

Bureau of Labor Statistics
U. s . Dept . of Labor
Washington , D. C.
Address same as No . 26.

Booklets (To be passed out to the students}
63 .

25 Typing Short Cuts

Remington Rand Company

64 .

How You Spell It

Remington Rand Company

65 .

How to Be a Super- Secretary
Remington Rand Company

66.

Your New Royal

67.

Handbook for Smith- Corona Ope rators
Smith- Corona, Inc .

68 .

The Key to Relaxed Typing
Royal Company

69 .

Tips to Typists

Royal Company

Smith- Corona, Inc .
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70 .

A Brief History of the 'I'ypewriter
Remington Rand Company

71 .

Story of Figures

72 .

Fascinating F i gure puzzles
Burroughs Corporation

73 .

15 Hints for ~uick Copies
Burroughs Corporation

74 .

The Modern Secretary

75 .

The New Royal Electric

76 .

Telephone Pointers

77 .

Sure, I want to Be a Better nriter
vV . A. Sheaff er Pen Company

78.

Arithmetic in Action

79 .

Blueprin~ for Tomorrow (Norkbook)
Institute of Life Insurance

80 .

What Life Insurance Means
Institute of Life Insurance

81 .

Good 1,.anners and Good Gr0oming for School and
Business
National School of Business
Nashville, Tennessee
·

82 .

Beauty On a Budget

83 .

Soft Touch Fashion Color Selector
The Toni Company

Burroughs Corporation

Royal Company
Royal Company
Bell System Company

Institute of Life Insurance

The Toni Company

Booklets (For Teachers)
Education Department
National Association of
Manufacturing

84 .

Working To-gather

85.

Your Opportunity in Distribution
Address same as ~o . 84 .
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86.

New Horizons for Secondary School Teachers
National Education Association

87 .

The Role of Marketing

88.

The Mead Letter Aider

89 .

The G.

90.

What Makes a Good Textbook?
South-~7es tern Publishing Co.
Cincinnati, Onio

91 .

Psychological Principles of Teaching Typewriting
Soutb-~testern Publishing Co .
Cincinnati, Ohio

92.

Booklets on Careers~
service, and others

:

s.

National American Merchants
Mead Corporation
Golden State Mutal Insurance
Company

M. Story

Accountant, Teaching, Public
New York Life Insurance Co.
51 Madison Avenue
Dept . 9-c
New York 10, New York

Pamphlets
93 .

Teachers Tool

94.

Teacher Has Questions About Standard Typewriter
Remington Rand Company

95 .

Applianc es

96.

Typing Do 1 s and Don•ts

Remington Rand Company

Consumer Education Division
Royal Company

97 .

How to Type

Royal Company

98 .

First

Remington Rand Company

99 .

Operating Instruction
Remington Rand Company

100.

Instuction for Using the Underwood 150 Standard
Typewriter
Underwood Corporation
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Unit of Instruction
101.

Leaming How to Use the Ditto D- 10 and D-20
Address same as No . 2.
Phonograph Records

102.

Shorthand Dictation

Address same as No. 16.

103.

Shorthand Dictation

Allied Company

Portfolios
104.

How to Help Salesmen to Sell l11~ore
Mead Bond Company

105 .

Samples from Ditto

106.

Step;

Ditto, Inc.

School Typewriter Electric Pro uram
Remington Rand Company
Texthooks

107.

Course of Study in Office Machines
Monroe Calculating Company

108 .

Brief Course in Transcribing Machine Operation
Foundation of Bus in ~s
Education

109 .

Methods of Teaching Electric Typing
Underwood Corporation

110.

Electric Typing Easy Typng ·
Underwood Corporation

111.

Friden Calculator

112.

Tough Figuring on the Underwood Sundstand
Undarwood Corporation

113.

Elementary Principles of Maci-line Posting
Underwood Corporation

114.

Instruction wanuel for Friden 10-key Adding
Macri ne
Friden Calculating Company

115.

Monroe 10-Key Adding Machine
~onroe Calculatinc Company

Friden Calculating Company

19

116.

Underwood Sundstrand Printing Calculator
Underwood Corporation

117.

IBM Typing Guide

Intemational Business
Machines Corporation
590 Madison Avenue
New York 22, New York

Teacher's Guide
Monroe Calculating Company

118.

Teachers Guide

119 .

BEA With the Electric Typewriter
Reming ton Rand Company

120.

Proposed Plan for Office Machines Classroom
Monroe Calculating Company

121.

The Newspaper As a Tool of Learning
Texas Daily Newspaper Association

122.

For Educ a tors Only

IBM Corporation

Monographs from South- Western Publishing Company
123.

No . 52 - Busin ess Plays and Mock Trials

124.

No . 58 - The Community Survey

125.

No . 63 - Improved Methods of Teaching the
Business Subjects

126.

No . 66 - Auditory and Visual Aids in Business
Education

127.

No. 69 - A ilandbook for Business Education in
the Small High ~cn ool

128.

No . 72 - Trends of Thought in Business Education

129 .

No . 76 - The Business Curriculum

130.

No . 79 - Bookkeeping Requirements in Two Cities
and the Relation to High School Instruction

131.

No . 80 - Economics in the Secondary Schools

132.

No . 81 - Layouts and Facilities for Business
Education
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133.

No . 82 - A Handbook for Advisers of High School
Business Clubs

134.

No. 83. - Guidance in Business Education-Suggestions for Counselors and Administrators

135.

No . 88 - Equipment Standards for Business Classrooms

136.

No . 90 - Evaluative Criteria for Business Departments of Secondary Schools

137.

No. 91 - Handbook for Office Practice ~eachers

138.

No . 92 - Visual Aids for Business and Economic
Education

139.

No . 95 - Economic Concepts Everyone Sho uld Know

140.

No . 96 - Helpful Hin,ts in Teac1.d. ng Bookkeeping
and Accounting

141.

No. 98 - Let's Educate Youth for hffective Business
Life

142.

No . 84 - Visual Aids and Reading References on
Business Careers

143.

No . 71 - Methods of Teaching TypefJri ting
Other Aids

144.

How to be an Expert on carbons and Ribbons
The Carter Ink Company
Cambridge 42
Boston, Massachusetts

145.

Straight Talk About Staying in School
United States Army

146.

The IBM Electric

147.

RCA and The Space Age

IBM Corpora ti on
Radio Corporation of America
c/o Department 119
Camden, New Jersey

148.
149.

A typist's day in the office of RCA
Address same as No . 147.
How RCA Serves You Through Electronics
Address same as No . 147.
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Free Publications
Impressions (Ef'fective Duplicating, kontnly)
Master Product Company
330 So. ~ells street
Chicago 6 , Illinois
Typewriting News (Once each year)
South- Wes tem Publl shing Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Topics (Four times a year)
Institute of Life Insurance
488 Madison Avenue
New York 22, New York

The ~itmanite (Monthly)
Pitman Publishing Corp.
nest 45th Street
New York 36, New York

2

The Educator
The Balance Sheet (Monthly)

Remington Rand Company
South- Western Publishing
Company

Business Teacher (Seven times a year)
Gregg Publishing Division
McGraw-Hill Book Company
New York, New York
The Bµsiness Educator (Three times a year)
Allied Publishers, Inc.
Allied Building
645 S . E. Ankeny
Portland 14, Oregon
FBE Bulletin (Three times a year)
The Foundation for Business
Education, Inc .
P.O. Box Box 7
Lenox Hill Station
New York 21, New York

CHAPTER III
SUGGESTED

COURSES AND

GRADE LEVELS

FOR THE

USE

OF THE EDUCATIONAL AIDS
We are living in a new kind of business age.
Automation has resulted in new machines and new methods
for the operation of a business office .

More skills,

new understanding, and greater teamwork are required
for office workers .

We are learning that instruction

in shorthand is as important as ever , in spi ta of the
fact that the use of dictating machines is quite common
in many business offices.

However, schools now have a

two-fold responsibility; to train students to operate
transcribing machines and to teach shorthand to thos e
who show greater ability or interest. 1
Within the past three years particularly , conside r able effort has been made to align business courses
with community demands .

No one seems to dare to challenge

the fact that perhaps we are teaching subjec ts which
have no place in the present day business curr1 culum. 2
Undoubtedly our typing programs of today will be
subjected to some powerful curriculum pressures ; and
1 11 Business Education An Administration Study",

~Nation's School s , Vol . XL (September, 1959), p . 64 .
2rbid. , P• 66.
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it behooves all of us to adapt our teaching methods
to these changing times . 3
Fred E.Wi nger , Professor at Oregon State College,
states:
Instructional methods in typ ewriting have been
improved in recent y ears and most methods known
to be of questionable value have been shel ved.
Leaders in the field are in closer accord as to
what is good and what is bad; and individual
teachers across the nation are showing a new
willingness and desire to accept a more modern
philosophy in the teaching of typewriting.4
Mechanically, many typing teachers fo l low the
lesson pattern furnished by the author of their classroom textbook, with 11 ttle concern as to

11

why11 they

are foll owing the steps prescribed; consequently,
the individual teacher is hampered in the efficient
execution of her duties.
In our growing concern about curriculum, and
especially the business education curriculum, some
careful consideration of technological and scientific
requirements must be exercised.

In that, society

today demands an increasing number of disciplined
minds, trained not only in mathematics, engine ering,
science, social science, and the humanities but also
in business and the vital part that business plays
in sustaining and supporting all other areas of endeavor,
3:Bired E . Winger , 11 Where Does Typing go From Here",
The Business Educator, (Fall , 1958), p. 4.
4 ~,
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at least under the American system. 5
Robert

c.

Sollars analyzed many of the current

problems of his own schoo, which are also problems
facing other schools and other teachers.

He said:

AB must all teachers., we must guard against
becoming too much set in our ways, we must
not follow slavishly any one method or theory,
even though it have the blessing of teachers'
colleges. We must not pursue one program,
one method, one plan, one particular practice
to the point of rigidity. We must be awake
to the changes and the innovationi of our
particularly variable profession.

The writer believes that the business teacher
is in a key position to develop and further

11

work-

experience11 education, because she should be familiar
with demands., standards and techniques that business
firms are calling fo r in this changing world.
Every teacher, and especially every teacher of
business subjects, needs to be very conversant with
the occupational community.

This occupational com-

munity is an economic need expressing itself as a
demand for certain kinds of workers, and the available
future supply of these workers is made up of the
students in secondary school classes of today.

Some

of these students already have ideas concerning the
kind of work they plan to do in post-school society.
5

Antonette E. DiLoreto ., i•views on Business
Training at the Junior High School Leve1 11 , The Busines s
Educator., (Fall, 1959)., p. 18.
6Robert

c. Sollars., "Meetinff Some Problems in the
High School Commercial Department 1 , The Balance Sheet,
(March, 1956)., p. 298.
-
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Others are, of course, very uncertain and the teacher
is faced with teaching both groups.

In servicing

the needs of either of these groups the business
teacher, or any teacher, can do a far more purposeful job is he knows and understands the occupational
community into which these youth are to go . 7
Teachers should have on hand plenty of information to pass on to students about how to apply for
a job and what will be expected of them in many of
the offices .

The teacher realizes that the strides

that training must make are not in anyway small.
The number of companies, which will furnish free
aids, is steadily increasing and they are, from time
to time, changing these aids to keep up with new
machines that are being manufactured.

These machines

incorporate many time saving devices and are able to
perform more jobs and more varied jobs but not without
an efficient operator.
Charts will be found in the Appendix showing
the possible use of the aids, also two charts reproduced from the Report of the Commission on Business
Education, showing the business education courses
offered in the public schools of Texas and suggested
changes.
The charts made from the educational aids include
7J. Frank Dame, "Guidance and the Business Teacher 11 ,
The Balance Sheet, (May, 1955}, pp. 388-389.
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courses offered in Business Education departments
and they also include the suggested courses .

CHAPTER IV
THROUGH EDUCATIONAL AIDS BUSINESS EDUCATION CAN
MEET NEEDS OF BUSINESS FIRMS

The steady increase in the growth of many
business firms demands an improvement in communicati on
and record-keeping far beyond the concept held a mere
decade ago.

This is being met by the invention of

an ever growing arsenal of machines and techniques,
both mechanical and electronic.
Every person engaged in business and the many
allied fields, from the executive to the most junior
employee, should be aware of the principles of operation
and the application of as many of these machines and
techniques as possible; and it is the responsibility
of the business educ a tor to be ever alert of the
changes, for it is only with this knowledge that continous progress can be made and maintained.
Since occupational changes are so numerous, and
frequently so sudden, it would seem desirable that
business educators should do what they can to prepare
students to meet these changes.

They are preparing

students, to some extent, if they fit them for more
than one kind of business job, • • • for both bookkeeping
27
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and stenographic work, for both stenographic and
office-machines work.l
In the United States, Boards of Education are
committed to provide an educational program to meet
the needs of all youth.

It is within this framework

of philosophy that we carry on ~ur duties as teachers .
During this period of concern over the curriculum, it
is our responsibility for familiarizing ourselves and
being able to report on all phases of the curriculum-including possibilities for post- high school vocationaltechnical education .
According to R. D. Balthaser:
All educational programs have the responsiblity
to develop good citizens. 'Ihe content of the
programs, therefore, should show consideration
for salable skills as well as for general education for the ne eds of youth and adults . 2
General business can be the magic carpet that
transports a roomful of students to an exciting land
where business is fun .

Each activity is centered about

a role-playing project which is related to a topical
unit in the general business course.

I. William Elenko

states in his article, "Making General Business Come
Alive" ,
Imaginative role-playing projects abetted by
committee participation can be a vital and
1 R. G. Walter, The Business Curriculum, Monograph
76, (Cincinnati: South-Western Publishing Company, 1951),
P• 6.
2R. D. Bal thas er, 11 Are We Educ a ting Square Pegs for
Round Hol es?", Balance Sheet, XJOui.l (January, 1960}, p . 196.
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dynamic force to stimulate learning in busine~s
education . It n as particular application to
general business in that many varied business
situations can be created within the classroom.
Allowing the student to participate· in
realistic and dramatic business situations will
give added meaning to the topics being studied
and should go far to enliven and enrich the
general business course . 3
Research studies have shown that lack of motivation
and encouragement have been a cogent factor in the failure
of a large percentage of able high school graduates to go
on with their formal preparation for most 1vorth- wh ile
careers in kee ping with their abilities and interests .
Many schools today are operating cooperative workexperience programs with offic e s in the local community .
There are many more which are unable to begin such programs because of lack of funds and personnel; or they
find it impractical because of the nature of the community.
However, an in-s chool training program can be started
without the student ever leaving the school b uilding ,
and this can be done without little cost to the school .
With the free aids that business firms will send to
business teachers , they are able to have students do
actual days 1 work of many large firms throughout th e
country .

This program can h ave the office trainees gain

valuable work-experience in the many departmental offices
of the same firms ; the teacher is also able to train
3I. William Elenko , 11 Making General Busioo ss Come
Alive", Balance Sheet, XXX>..I (January, 1960), p . 204 .
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the student in the different roles he or she may be
able to fulfill in the office .

The time length may

vary w1 th the size of the group and the positions to
be filled .

Textbook assignments may be condensed into

remaining time .

These classes can be taught on the

individual or rotation basis, so that this arrangement
could be a part of the general class plan.

As much as

possible, the student should experience those things
which might occur when they are later employed in the
community.

Although the in- school type of cooperative

program described is not exactly the same as having the
student work in a local community office, the experienc es
gained are certain to prepare the student more fully
than only the textbook experiences.

The general respon-

sibility of ofrice work will help make the student better
prepared to obtain his first position in business .
It is absolutely imperative that the busine~s
educator know hwere he is going in the business education
areao

It is also necessary for business teachers to

recognize the possibility that they may have less time
to teach business education subjects .
Teaching methodology and techniques must be improved
so that all the time available is devoted solel y to t'eaching
and learning.

This means that activity remotely resembling

busy-work should be replaced with activities that have a
meaning for the student and \Vill serve as a foundation
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for future work-experiences.
According to Leland P. Baldwin,

As an essential part of the school program, work
experience becomes work experience education.
Nork experience education helps young people learn,
as a part of their general education, ~hat employment entails . This statement of the purpose of
work experience implies that work experience can
be desirable for all young people in preparation
for the world of work.4
Business teachers are in a key position to develop
and further -work experiences-in- school edu c ation .

The

demands and standards of business are known to us; with
the use of many of the aids the standards and the demands
are clearly defined as to Y4hat business firms expect
from future employees .

E. A. Rule, Vice- President and Secretary of the
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company, states in his reviews:
We frequently hear it said that a good manager
is one who surrounds himself with capable assistants .
Certainly a good manager has the opportunity to
profit by capab l e assistance on the part of his
secretary. A part of good management is to secure
a secretary with good qualifications and to know
how to make best use of her ability. The successfu l manager may owe more of his success to the
initiative and intelligence of his secretary than
he realizes.
There are many considerations that influence the
working relationship between a businessman and his
secretary . Some important ones are such items as:
the secretary's attitude and the boss 1 s attitude
toward her; the secretary's ability to make a contribution to the team effort; • • • the effect of
public relations and fellow executive relations
4Leland P. Baldwin, "Work Experience I:!.ducation" ,
Balance Sheet, XXXIX (April, 1958), p. 352 .
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created by a secretary ' s actions and wor ds;
and the secretary's effect on the very atmos phere of the office in which she works . 5
The key qualities for effici ent office workers
are very vital in our modern business world and do
more than anything else to promote a happy and
cooperative relationshi p between employer and employee.

As a result , success in business is generally

assured the businessman; and success as an office worker
is the reward of the assistant . 6
Today high school s and colleges throughout the
nation are finding a growing number of their graduates
entering the employment of big business corporations .
Like smaller business employers , the corporation personnel department of industry seeks employees who .have ,
in addition to some skill and mental ability, the social
and personality characteristics that will lead to success
in industry .

Robert L. Briggs provided an insight into

the characteristics that can be developed by teachers
to better equip our students for modern industry in his
articl e i n the "Bal ance Sheet" of December 1955 .

He

stated :
Today we are facing the dawning of a new era in
industry cal led II Automation ." With automation
Wi l l come pr oblems involving personnel . The
5

E. A. Rule , 0 Tbe Businessman Speaks About His
Secretary", Balance Sheet , XXXIX ( March, 1958) , p . 294 .
6norothy Dran e , 11 Personal Characteristics of a
Good Off ice Worker", Balance Shee t, XXXVIII (November,
195,1) , p . 104 .
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complexity of machinery will increase and the
dire need for greater human efficiency and
accuracy wt 11 arise . Paychological tensions
will develop that are seldon known in today's
industry and the need for relieving monotony
and creating high morale will pose new problems.
Mental tension will increase with automation,
and man 's mind and body must be geared for new
working conditions that involve intricate
machines and much more mental than physical
effort.7
Many of the traditional ideas applied to the
teacr_ ing of typewriting are fallacies which should be
scrapped and for which better ideas should be substituted.
The question is being asked by many teachers of business
education,
of typing? 11

11

how are we meeting the challenge in the field
The answer is clearly greater speed, bigger

production, with more emphasis on accomplishing a goal
without loss of time or materials.

This does not mean

less work or easier work any more than machinery in
business firms means less work.

It simply means better

and more accurate work in less time.

In order to meet ·

this cahllenge in the field of typewriting, we recognize
many things which hold us back, things which are outdated; and we hold on to them mostly because of traditions,
many of the traditial>ns are fallacies.
in the

11 Journal

Carolin M. Scott

of Business Education 11 for January 1959

listed 10 fallacies that teachers of typing should be
familiar with and should examine to find out if they

7Robert L. Briggs, "What Does Industry Expect of
Our Graduates?", Balance Sheet , XX.XVII (December, 1955),
P• 158.
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are among the reasons why she is not doing the effective
job of teaching typewri~ing that she should. Fallacy 8 :
We must do somet..:1ing dif:ferent every day . 8 It is not
necessary to do something different every day.
student should have many repetitive experiences.

The
And

with the aids that are prepared for a typist •s typical
day iin the office of the many firms listed in this
study, this is the main idea because the typist is required to type what is known as a form letter for more
than thirty times and by the time she has c ompleted
one of the aids she is very familiar with the form
letter .
Many teachers of typewriting have been taught by
methods which are now archaic .

We must examine our methods

and techniques from time to time just as the businessman
surveys his plant .

Both businessmen and business educators

want to eliminate waste and increase eificiency.
Too often, the business machines laboratory is
a general conglomeration of many types of machines, dupli cating and other miscellaneous machines .

According to

Albert G. Giordano ,
This situation is more nearly· true on the high
school level than on the college level . Lacking
the prestige of the so - called academic courses ,
the business machines course is usually hampered
by a small budget and forced to use cast- off or
inferior equipment . The instructional materl al
for business machines now available through
8carolin M. Scott, 11 Let • s Meet Today• s Challenge
in the Field of Typing", Journal of Busines~ Education ,
(January, 1959), p. 163.
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publishers does not seem to be adequate • • • •
The author has found it desirable to prepare his
own instructional material so a student does
not have to spend valuable time wading through
general instructions that in many instances do
not pertain to the particular machine on which
he is working.9
All this adds up to a demand for an operator
with more than a mere "acquaintanceship knowledge" of
business machines and techniques for getting the job
well done.

The business teacher must remember she

is the greatest single factor in the instructional
program and it it her task to help students refine
their skills.

9

Albert G. Giordano, "Demand More Than 'Acquaintance
Knowledge' From Business Machine Students, American
Busineas Education, XV (March, 1959), p. 173.

CHAPTER V
THE VALUE OF PROVIDING A REALISTIC BACKGRvUND
Business functions have been changing rapidly in
t h e past twenty years, but not commercial course offer- •
ings in runny of the small schools .
To train skilled business help today, many of the
small high schools must give their students up- to- date
knowledge of the latest business machines.
In 1950 the commercial department of many schools
was equipped with these machines :

Manual typewriters,

Mimeograph, Spirit Duplicators, and Adding Machine (only
the manual). 1
It has been found that in many larg~ cities a
well-planned commercial training program has been car ried
out in many Vocational Schools .

However, in many small

schools our graduates were entering the business world
handicapped .

Their lack of knowledge caused them to ac-

cept jobs that did not challenge them.

Even now in many

schools the budget is such that very few if any of the
new machines that are used in business will be found
in the classroom .

In cases where only a few machines

1°Eow l.Viany of These Offi ce Machines Do You Use?" ,
Business Education World, (hlay, 1955), p . 25 .
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are to be found. The use of bulletin board material can
be of great value , even though the student may never actually see the real machine.

They have the opportunity to

see material pertaining to the machine, and thereby , know
some of its 1 functions and where it is best used effectively, though charts that are sent to the , enterprising
business teacher.

It is agreed that this is not the same

as the actual machine, but the writer feels this is better
than the student not having heard of the machine at all;
and it will keep the student informed of new machines which
business will expect them to know about.

It is also be-

lieved by the writer that many firms, who train their
workers after employment, will not find it necessary to
have those workers spend as much time in training as they
would had they no background knowledge of the machines .
Ray Marien in the New York Times special section on
Business and Communication of October 18, 1959 , stated:
Many companies make their own forms in the office
and they turn them out by the thousands from
"Ihas tars". They find that this is more economical
than sending them out to be printed. He also
pointed out that many offices have regular
duplicating departments and an office worker
can be a very essential person in' this oi"fice
by saving supplies the t would be wasted, especially
paper; thereby saving the company money by using
the duplicating machine skillfully . 2

2 11 Business and Communication Show 11 , New York Times,
(October 18, 1959) , p . 7.

-

-
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This skill can be acquired in training on the
duplicating machine with free

11

Masters 11 sent to the

teacher .
Among the remaining common methods of duplicating
are carbon paper , spirit and stencil duplicating, relief
and offset printing , photography , photocopying and dryelectric processes exemplified by Xerography.

The address
machine provides an excellent method of duplic ~tion . 3
According to John K. Keelon , "students should become "machine mi nded" so that, when they come in contact
with some of the • • • machines they may meet on the job,
they will regard their schuol- machines training as a
prelude to electronic devices 11 • 4
Even with the best machines available, the teacher
must use imagination if a real 01fice atmosphere is to
exist .

The teacher must be resourceful, because in an

office practice course each student may be doing a different job on a different machine at the ~ame hour and
all under the supervision of one teacher .
The business world of tomorrow will be in need of
twice as many skilled w rkers as is needed toaay , and

3Harrison Fisher , Today ' s Business Machines ,
Chica~o : (Amer ~can Technical Society , 1959), p. 32 .
John K. Keelon, 11 The Problem Approach to Teaching
Machines", Business Education News - letter, (Fall, 1959),
p. 2 .
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better skilled workers than ever before .

As business

teachers we are obligated to business communities to
provide realistic training so that future jobs will be
properly filled .
Laboratory types of instruction include unit plans,
individual projects and contract plans, and tests to show
mastery of a whole unit or sequence of s~ills .

They help

the teacher adapt instruction to the individual differences
of' students .

5

Many of the shorthand free aids may be used effectively
as individual dictation material in the secretarial training course.

Each student may perform as a secretary for

a particular company, and the material can be rotated
in order that each student will have the opportunity to
work for all of the companies at the completion of the
courses .

Many times the teacher would like to present

the shorthand class with fresh material for dictotion
and the aids may be used very effectively tnis way .
They are also introduced to new words that are found outside the textbook and often used in business communications,
new techniques , and differences in di ctation by individuals
in the business world .
There are four basic ki nds of adding and calculating
machines today .

These are the Ten- Key adding- listing

machine , the full keyboard adding machine , the rotary
5 J . \Jyne 'orightstone, "Ylhat Research Says About
Class Organization for Instruction" , NEA Journal.,
(April , 1957)., p . 225 .
_ _;.. . .;.,;;;.
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calculator, and the t{ ey- driven calculator .

~etllods of

use as well as speed of operation vary according to the
type of machine and skill of the operator . 6 New devices
are being developed constantly to facilitate or1 ice pro cedures .

6iiarrison Fish e r, Today• s Jusiness Machines ,
(Chicago : American Technical Society, 1959 ), p . 57 .

CHAPTER VI
OTHER

VALUES THAT CAN

BE OBTAINED F.RCH,1 THE USE OF

EDUCATIONAL AIDS OFFERED BY BUSINESS
A look in the direction of the future will reveal
the nature of some changes that are imminent in education.
Foremost , perhaps , are the significant trends that appear
in the way of instructional procedures and the use of
various aids and devices to extend superior teaching to
more students .
The future demand of business education is excellence
in teaching.

This requirement will challenge all teachers .

It will serve as a threat to many that are still using
out- dated instructional procedures ; nowever in recent
years, thousands of high school and college teachers
have improved their presentations by the use of educational aids .

Yet , there are still many teachers who

rely almost totally on traditional teaching procedures ,
ignoring the wide variety of films , slides, recordings,
charts , maps , and other resources that might enliven
and strengthen their pedagogy.

These educational aids

do not in anyway take away from the importance of the
adopted textbook , but they become an added resource to
assis t teachers to improve the quality of the learning
experience .
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Americans are challenged today to apply their brain
power, rese2rch competence, and creative genius to streng then education.

The goal can be achieved only if we are

willing to face difficult educational questions, to admit
existing weaknesses, to apply new ideas and different
formulas in efforts to find content for maximum intellectual development and to design more efficient educational
procedures and patterns . 1
Research indicates some general characteristics of
pupils with high and low ability wr.ich have implications
for teaching and class or~anization.

For example, child-

ren with nigh ability may engage in independent activities
and respond well to long- range assignments that require
a high degree of mental orgunization .

Children with low

ability, on the other hand, learn best when supervised
with snort-time units and specific assignments .

Class -

room teachers can adjust instruction and organization to
meet tnese variations without using grouping . 2
The educational career of slow le f rners usually ends
before or immediately after the completion of nigh school .
How well they adjust to adult responsibilities will reflect the realism of the school programs . 3
1 Lindley J . Stiles, 11 Educa tion in Orbit", The Education
Digest , (October, 1959) , p . 4 .
2
J . Wayne Wri ghtstone, "What Research Says About
Class Organization for Instruction" , NEA Journal, ( April
1957), p . 255 .
3Jack w. Birch , et al , 11 The Slow Learner in the
Secondary School", BEA Journal, (October, 1959), p. 27 .
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Typing is one of the courses that has been recommended to be taught to the slow learner because they
can be taught to participate actively in learning situations;
where as , he may never attain a high rate of speed he is
able to perform activities at h is own rate of speed and
if the activity has meaning to nim, he is able to do the
job very efficientl y .

Many of the free aids can be used

in teacning the slow learner, because much of the material
is short and simple enough to be performed in a short
period of time , and it is within the realm of their comprehension .
Many of the slow le arners who find it difficult to
write legibly can be taught to use the type~riter effectively and t nis can relieve them of some embrassment in
many cases .

However, there are lads which can be used

to teach the student to write more legibly in the form
of very simple booklets and the student may practice at
bis study period or at home .

Evan thou gh many schools

do not offer courses in penmanship today, it is often
necessary for the teacher, even on the secondary level,
to teach students to write i n any c 1 ass where it is f o und
needed .
A recent survey of 850 secretaries show that 40 per
cent of American executive and professional handwriting
ranges from "hard to read to " downright dreadful" . 4
41
' The Moving Finger Wr i tes --But Who Can Read It? 11,
Saturday Review , ( July 8 , 1959 ), p . s .
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Along with the textbook the use of aids can be used
to a great advantage in most areas .

The slow learner

can be taught the use of the dupli cating machine and
other office machines .

It has been observed by the writer,

that those students who are considered slow learners have
been taught to operate the mimeograph macnine in a relatively
short period of time , and they a~e very efficient at it .
According to Guy Wanger,
It should be recognized t hat some children may
not have the necessary oackground to use certain
techniques successfully. The strong teacher •••
nevertheless, has a wide repertoire of teaching
techniques and devices on which he may call, in
order to have his teaching match the present
situation . 5
The term

11 gifted

cnildren 11 is generally used to mean

the Hacademically talented" as measured by standardized
intelligence and achievement tests .

This usage is par-

ticularly popular a t the secondary level and points to
extremely important characteristics of gifted children- -their intellectual ability and academic achievement . 6
A child with academic ability sh0uld be given opportunity
to perform freely .
Within the Business Department the gifted child has
many opportunities to express himself and almost without
5 Guy Wagner , "What the Schools are Doing in Providing
Learning Activities ", Eduation , (January, 1959) , p . 319 .
6
Robert F . DeHaan., " Identification of the Gifted
Child" , Education , (November., 1959) , p . 135 .
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restraint from the teacher , at his own speed.

His work

performances can cover a multitude of activities .

In

the Office Machine Courses , he has unlimited skills to
master .

With aids, he can alw~ys have a _new challenge

presented to him in an interesting fashion and his assignment can be made in such a way that will not make
it necessary for him to go at a slower pace than is
necessary.
Special attention is being given to educating gifted
children , especially at this time when so much critism
is still floating around about our methods of teaching
and all phases of education .
that she has an unusually

11 b r

When the teacher realizes
ight 11 child in her class ,

she should make every available use of aids , or other
materials to challenge h i m into performing at his highest
level .
Regardless of the ability of students they all live
within the experience of the teacher and it therefore behooves the teacher to be alert at all times in creating
experiences within the classroom that will be of value
to the students .
11 Provision

for individual differences involves a

desire to meet the needs of the individual student •••
skill in individualizing instruction and material suitable to this purpose . 7
7 Ruth Strang , 11 I ndividualizing Instruction for the
Ab l e Learners ", Education , (September, 1959 ), p . 53 .
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Although bright children learn quickly and are bored
by unnecessary routine and drill , they need instruction
because if they are left to themselves they are likley
to work far below their potentialities and fail to attain
appropr iate levels of l i terary appreciation and criti cal
thinking.

It is obviously impossible to individualize

instruction unless ther e are suitable materials .

A

variety of teacning materials offers opportunity for
independent study with a minimum of guidance by the teacher.
Under these condit ions the student is free to select his
projects and is often moti vated by the satisfaction he
gets from thinking h i s own solutions out and knowing the
appeal of exciting ideas , vicarious experiences and the
immediate use he can make of what he has learned .
11

While there are many other possibilities for enrich-

ing the education of br ight children ••• we should employ
every conceivable means to enhance and extend thei r
learning. 8

8Jeanne Cologne , 11 Aids fo r Enrichment" , Education ,
(February, 1960) , p. 379 .

CHAPTER VII
OTHER SOURCES OF EDUC.ATIONEL AIDS

There are many sources of free and inexpensive
educati~nal aids .

A few of these aids will be listed

here and only those wnich are related to Business
Education •
. It is very difficult to list the sources of matorlsl
without compiling a complete list of reading material
that all teachers should be familiar with, through professional organizations, library current sections, news papers, books, pamphlets , and other materials directly
from the companies .
The Business Education Bulletin is published each
fall, winter, ana! spring, this bulletin has been the
main sources of many of the free materials used in this
study.
Through membership in the many professional organizations a wealth of information is made available
one, and too, the subscriber is introduced to many free
and inexpensive aids .

Often the subscriber ' s name is

placed on the mailing list if many business firms and
and publishing houses in the United s~ates for materials
47
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which may be used .

Many avenues of intellectual

thought are opened by teachers, educators , businessmen
and persons who are constantly testing and ma~ing
research into practices and needs of the educational
systems .

Subscribers are given the benefit of its

findings and worthwhile recommendations .

We are kept

aware of the ever changing standard for the betterment of preparing students to meet the challenge of the
world today.

We are able to meet those persons who have

dedicated their lives to the improvement of our techniques and practices through these publications .
The United Business Education Association , which
publishes the Forum , i s responsible for the National
Standardiz ed Test fo r typing and shorthand .

The Forum,

which comes once each month during the school year ,
carries articles by leaders in the field of business ,
economics and general education .

There are sections

on shorthand, typing, bookkeeping , basic business ,
distributive occupation , office standards, and articles
featuring some new findings or observations made by
persons who are ac t uall y teaching or who have taught
for a number of years .
Al ong with the membe r ship in the UBEA one is
entitled to attend conventions of the associations,
and very often new materials are listed in the
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publication which will be sent totb.e teacher just for
the asking.

Along with the Forum one receives a

quarterly publication.
Membership in the National Business Teachers Associations, entitles one to a monthly publication and the
annual yearbook, which is being used in many institutions
of higher learning as classroom texts .
Through membership in the National Education Association one receives the association's journal each
month.
The Journal of Business Education_

is

published each

month of the school year by the Educational Press Association of America and contains articles that are of
great interest to the business educator as well as the
school administrator .

As in the other magazines, it

includes sectivns that list the latest published materials
and devices .
The new business teacher, as well as the teachers wno
are in the specialized areas of education, is very fortunate because there is much to be l earned from professional
organizations and literature available through those
associations .
Every good teacher should belong to a strong basic
educational association as well as to tnose in his or
1
her specialized field .
lHerbert A. Tonne, et al., Metnods of Teaching
Business Subtects, 2nd Ed. Rev., (New YorIT Gre~g
Publishing D vision, McGraw-Hill Company, Inc ., {1957),
p. 408.
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One of the common faults of teachers is that they
limit themelves to teaching their classes in a formal
way. 2

The teacher may have a well planned lesson plan,

but if it is not reaching the goal that he or she thinks
it should, it is well to check through some of the
publications which are available, and see what others
have done in solving some of the same problems.

In

the ever changing world of techniques and practices
it is necessary to change to meet the demands of the
world in which the student must earn a livelihood, after
school days are over.
The Business Educa tion World , comes to the teacher
each mon th at a small subscription rate.
Today's Secretary, is published each month and has
gained great popularity among teachers and students in
the area of business education because of the many and
varied articles in shorthand.
Here listed are some magazines wnich all teachers
should at least be able to appreciate.

Articles that

affect them in some way is in each publication.
~

Education Digest is published monthly September

through May.
The Cle a ring House, a journal for modern junior
and senior high schools, carry many articles on national
2 Ibid, p . 409 .
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trends in curriculum, research reports and findings and
results of tests given over the country, as well as
reports on the over- all trend in educ Htion .
Salesman 1 s Opportunity, magazine which may be used
as a supplement to courses in salesmanship and advertising,
is published monthly.

CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION
11 To

teach creatively is the greatest of all arts

because human beings are the media, the creation , and
1
the created0 •
There can be growth when we look at our present
problems in Business Education .

There can even be growth

when we meet them, take an imaginative approach to
their solution, and work together with businessmen who
face the same problems.
One of the bes t ways for providing needed integration
of modern office procedures in instructions is the use of
free teaching aids which are provided by many business
firms to the business teachers .
The imagative and illustrative teacher can plan
a model office within the classroom and ".1i th the free
aids the students are given actual work experiences of
an office .

Even with very few work st r tions the re-

sourceful teacher will never run short of things to have
the students do .
1 Lucy Nulton, "Editorial Foreward", Education,
(October, 1959), p. 75.
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One cannot discuss the impact of change on education
without attempting to predict what the nature of the
change will be .

Over the years ahead , the changes in

almost every aspect of our lives will be so rapid and
numerous that we shall have to develop a new attitude
toward change; we shall have to come to a better understanding of what we must do to guide and channel change.
Advances in science and technology will continue
to introduce revolutionary changes on our ways of doing
t h ings and thinking about things .

The future demand

adequate education for all citizens and better education
for all office workers and businessmen, to meet t he
changes .

Teachers should emphasize development of the

qualities that the student will need to le~rn to thi nk
for himself and develop the capacity to form his own
judgements •
An

increasing number of large industrial companies

are providing helpful supplement ary teaching materials
for schools .

Business firms are recognizing a need for

better relationship between schools and business .

Many

of them are preparing materials which in many ways will
bridge the gap between school and business .
"Business educ a tion needs to ~eep abreast of changes
in our social and economic system, and to develop proper
attitudes toward and a greater tolerance for such changes . 2
2 11 Trends of Thought in Business Education", Monograph

72, (Cincinnati :
p. 7 .

South- ,lestern Publishing Company, 1947) ,
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According to Dr. John \~. Aberle ,
One of the few things constant in business is
change . To deal effectivel y with change , one
must have a methodology and a positive attitude .
Far too many of our business oourses follow the
11 busy work ., keep them qui te~1 procedure .
It is
important to consider future needs and trends .
It is necessary to educate students so that they
can produce sound c l erical work unti l the completely " push- button office is a reality. 11 3
The creative teacher is always on the alert
for new methods and media tha t will be the most
meaningful in producing positive ., economical results .
Enos

c.

Perry., Director of Bureau of Business

Education , Chicago Public Schools .stated :
If a teacher follows only the die ta tes of the experts ,
he may often use a method or technique unsuitable
to some groups . The creative teacher is inventive ,
originating devices that will stimulate teaching ,
since no textbook can ever include all the ma erial
needed to cover many special classroom needs .

4

In Business Education more than in any other field
the publishing companies contribute much to the improvement of method ; through teAtbooks ., films and tapes ,
teacher manuals, demonstrations and lectures ., yet more
is to be desired ; more contribution to improvement of
method should come from actual classroom experience . 5
The aler t teacher utili zes many types of methods
in teaching.

P• 1 .

He establishes definite and realistic

3Business Education Newsletter , (Fall , 1958) , p . 2 .
4 Business Education News l etter, ( Spring, 1958) ,

5 Estelle L. Popham , "Method in Our Madness ",
Journal of Bus i ness Education , ( January, 1958) , p . 147.
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objectives; plans instructional procedures in keeping
with time and place .

The alert teacher ' s class is well

orJ anized and the equipment and material are available
and in good condition .

He can create whatever situation

he wants to create in the classroom .
According to Mary F . Greenfield,
One of the most important single.classroom practices
which can n a rrow the gap between the classroom and
the initial job is the utilization of real business
material. Through the use of real materials the
students will develop a wider acquaintance of possible
variations and learn to produce the proper machine
adjustments, thus giving them a better feeling of
security in practical application. 6
Business education is a dynamic, living, and changing thing .

No sooner is a social- business textbook pub-

lished than part of it is obsolete .

The successful

teacher, must be an avid reader who uses his scissors
constantly to clip materials from current publications,
who keeps some post cards on hand for ordering such
materials ; who evaluates what he finds , discording some
things and keeping others .

He maintains contact with

the business life around him. 7
The first part of dyn amic teaching and learning
involves the gathering of facts and information.

The

business teacher must have such good contro l of his
subject matter that he knows how to gather suppl ementary
"Mary F . Greenfiel d, "Let 1 s Narr ow the Gap Between
the Typewriting Cl assro om and the Initial J ob 11 , Business
Education Fo r um, ( Dec ember, 1956), p . 22.
7
Herbert A. Tonne , Methods of Teaching Business
Sub j ects . ( Gregg Publ ishing Di vision , McGraw- Hill Book co.,
1957), P• 409 .
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material as the need arises . 8
A teacher who would prepare his or her students
for any beginn ing office job should do whatever is
possible to insure their familiarization with all the
duties of a new offic e worker. 9
The alert teacher will note announcements of materials as they are published i n professional magazines .
Therefore it is recommended that all t eachers should
become members of the professional organizations of their
specialize field .
Business teachers should want to keep informed on
recent developments in business , not onl y for their own
satisfactions, but also in order to acquaint students
with the swiftly changing worl d of business .

811

Preparing Of f i ce Workers for Office Duties 11 ,
.American Business Education Quarterly, {March , 1960 ),
P • l69 .
911

Recent Devel opment in Business ", Journal of
Business Education Quart erl y , (fuay , 1959 ), p. 196: -
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APPENDIX A
PRESENT

OFFERINGS AND SUGGESTED CHANGES 1

~UBJECT 01'°4'ERINGS AND GRADE PLACEh1ENT: SUGGES'l'ED
(Pp. 173-4, Public School Directory
: c-r.ANGE
1958-59, No. 599
:
Title
; Cr.:Grade:Prereq- : :
:
:
:uisite
:
Bookkeeping
:l/2-:11-12:1 Unit
:Break

: 2

:

: i~ a th •

Business Arithme-:I/2 ;
10:None
tic
: 1 :
:
Commercial Geogra-: 1/2: 9-12: None
h
:
:
:
Commercial Law
:1 2 :11012:Junior
:
:
:Standing
Jr . Business Train•
•
ing
: l :9-10 :None

.

.

:

: shift to Social
:Studies
:Shift to Socail
:Studies

,.

.

:Change name
•

:Change name and
:credit
Occupa ions
: Dro
•
Advertising
: 11-12:Salesman- : Drop titles;
Retail Selling
:
:ship
:combine with
•
Salesmanship
:salesmanship
:
: recom•
:
: mended
Office Practice
:1/2 :11-12 :'l'ypewrit- : Change name , .
:
: ing
:credit and grade
"
~S_e_c_r_e_t_a_r~i-a=1-=T~r-a~i-n--:2
:11-12 : Typing
:Change name,
ing
s
:1 2 : 11-12:Typing
: credit and grade
T
:1 2 : 9 -12 :None
: Bre ak

.
.
.

.
.

1

.

.

..

Report of the Commission on Business Education,
Texas Curriculum Studies , Report 11 , (Austin: Texas
Education Agency, July, 1959), p. 8 .
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APPENDIX B
2
RECOMJi ENDED COURSES FOR BUSI NESS EDUCATION

RECOMMENDED CO URSES

Title
: Cr. : Grade
Bookkeeping I (first yea r) :1/2-1:11-12
Boo kke eping II (second ear}l 2-1: 12

,.

nes

.
•.
.
•.
..
•.
.•

.•

n t yp-

.

Business Organization and
Mana ement
•• 2-1 9General Business
2
Business ffice Exper ence ..• -2 :

.

.

....

1-12

12

C
ctice
Stenographic Practice

12

Shorthand I (first year)
:1;2-1 11-12
Shorthand II (second year) :1/2-1:
12

'

;

Typewriting I (first year) :1/2-1: 9-12
Typewriting I I (second year)l/2-1:1O-12
iK>r co-requisite; may be
2

:Prerequisite
:None
: Bookkee
I
:3 units n Eng:lish
:l unit in type-

.

"

:None
.:None
:Typewriting L;
:Shorthand I*
!Bookkee in I*
!None
!l unit in typing
:1 unit in short•hand#
!Typewriting I*
sl unit in typing
:and shorthand I*
:Typewriting I#
:None

..
..
.
.
ta~en concurrently.

.

Report of the Commission of Business Education,
Texas Curriculum Studies. Report 11, {Austin: Texas
Education Agency, July, 1959), p. 9.
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APPENDIX C
TYPEWRITING AIDS

OFFICE STYLE TYPbWRITING
Title

Sections
Supplementary
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Courses

Typist's day in the
office of Comptometer X X X X X X X X
Typistfs day in the
office of DeJurxxxxxxxx
Amsco Coraoration
Typls t I s ay in the
office of Ditto
xxxxxxx.x
Typist's day in the
office Eastman hOdak xxxxxx.xx
Typist's day in tbe
office of A. W. FaberCastell
xxxxxxxx
Typist's day in the
office of Faci t
xxxxxxxx
Typist 's day in the
office of ~ational
Blank Book CompanS
X .x X x ·x X .x X
Typist's day int e
Office of Lever
Brothers
xxxxxxxx

Grade

English

12

Shorthand

12

Office
Practice

12

Office
Machines

12

F'iling

11-12

Secretarial
Training
12
Stenogr&phy 12
Bus iness
12
Communication*
Business
Vffice
Experi enc ett, 12
Clari _•al
Practice

11-12

Stenograpbie#

Practice

12

Sections~ 1. onn letters; 2. Envelopes or la es;
3. Telegrams; 4. Centering; 5 . Manuscript rough
draft; 6. Tabulation; 7. Billing; 8. Pick-up
work.
*Recommended coumes by Texas Education Agency, Report 11.
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APPENDIX D
TYPEWRITING AND SHORTHAND AIDS

PROOFREADING EXERCISES

Title

Sections
1 2 3 4

Proofreading-Comptometer x

XX X

Proofreading- Comptome te r
Felt and Tarr ant Mft.
Proofreading- A. W. Faber

X
X

X
X

X

Proofreading- Lever Bros .

X

X

X

X

Proofreadi ng- Sinead

X

XX

X

Sections:

X
X X

Suppl ementary
Courses
Typing

Grade
1 0 - 12

Shorthand

11- 12

Eng lish

10- 12

Office
Practice

12

Secretarial
Training

12

Spelling

10- 12

Journalism

11- 12

1 . Suggestion for us ; 2. Types of corrections
to be made ; 3 . Pa ge s of 40 lines each to be
corrected and 4 . Business Correspondence.
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APPENDIX E
SHCRTHAND

AIDS

REAL OFFICE S~'YLE DICTATI0N

Ti t1e·

Sections
1 2 3 4 5

Copies the Heart of
Modern Business
Error-proof copying
in the off lee
Fewer Shorthand
Failures
Furniture for your
First Home

Supplementary
Courses

Grade

XX XX X

Shorthand

11-12

xxxxx

Typing

10-12

XX XX X

Filing

11-12

XX X

Office
Practice

XX

Good Grooming is
Good Business
X X X X X
English
The Secretary 1 s
Secretary
xx xx x
Secretary
Training
.T....h_e_S..,...h_o_r_,t~h-a_n_d-r--n-o~t-e-------------~-book that S£ells
xx xx x
Stenography
Write Shorthand with
a Ballpoint Pen
xxxxx
Business
Communication

12
10-12
12
12
12

Busin ess
Office
Experience

12

Cleri cal
Practice

12

Stenography
Practice

12

Sections: 1 . Introduction to the teacher; 2. 17 Characteristics of offic e dictation; 3. how to use office
sty le dictation; 4. Business corres pondence
project; 5, Teacher's key and discussion questions.
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APPENDIX F
OFFICE PRACTICE

A SECRETARY'S DAY IN THE OFFICE

Title
A Secretary 1 s Day
in the office of
Lenox China
A Secretary's Day
in the office of
Kroehler Furniture

Supplementary
Courses
12345678
Sections

xxxxxxxx

Grade

Shorthand

12

Secretarial
Practice

12

Business
Communication

12

Typing

12

Clerical
Practice

12

Filing

12

xx.xx.xx xx

Sections: 1. General Instruction; 2. Centering; 3.
Tabulation; 4 . Rough draft; 5. Rough draft;
6. Proofreading and rough draft; 7, Budget
plan chart and 8 . letters.
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APPENDIX G
SPEED BUILDING AIDS

TYPEvJRITING-TIMED TYPING

Sections
Supplementary Grade
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Courses

Title
A New Skill That Pays
Off
Business Forms for
Efficiency
Dictation Machine
Transcription made
Easier
Filing Made Easier

XX X

X
XX

Typing
Office
Machines

10-12
12

English

10-12

Spelling

10- 12

X X X
X

Introduction to a
new 11 f eel 11 to manual
typing

XX X

Pen , pencil or ballpoint

x

Personal Corresponding expresses Personality
x
Two skills are Better
than one

X

XX

X

x

Touch figuring speeds
Business
xx
,~hy American produc tion depends upun the
office
xx
Underwood typing t ~sts

xx

Business
Office
Experience

12

Secretarial
Training

12

Office
Practice

12
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APPENDIX H
0 F'FICE

r,: ACHINF.3

.t!.DU _,ATI0N AL AIDS

O.t<'FICE 1,,ACHI 1:-.ES

Title
Courses of Study in Office
Machines and Clerical Practice
Brief Course in Transcribing
machine Operation
Metnods of Teaching Electric
Typing
Electric Typing is Easy Typing

:Supplementary
Courses

Grade

Business
Arithmetic

11-12

Business
Machines

11-12

Bookkeeping

11-12

Friden Calculator

Business
Of'fi ce
Experience

12

Touch Figuring on the Jnde !Vrnod
Sundstrand

Cler:cal
Practice

12

Elementary Principles of Machine
Posting

Stenographic
Practice

12

Instruction Manuel for F'riden

Typewriting

Monroe 10- Key Adding Macm ne
Underwood Sundstrand , Printing
Calculator

11- 12
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